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(57) ABSTRACT

The spaceborne Global Positioning System receiver pro-

rides navigational solutions and is designed for use in low
Earth orbit. The spaceborne GPS receiver can determine the

orbital position of a spacecraft using any of the satellites
within the GPS constellation. It is a multiple processor

system incorporating redundancy by using a microcontroller
to handle the closure of tracking loops for acquired GPS

satellites, while a separate microprocessor computes the

spacecraft navigational solution and handles other tasks
within the receiver. The spaceborne GPS receiver can use

either microcontroller or the microprocessor to close the

satellite tracking loops. The use of microcontroller provides
better tracking performance of acquired GPS satellites. The

spaceborne GPS receiver utilizes up to seven separate GPS
boards, with each board including its own set of correlators,

down-converters and front-end components. The spaceborne

GPS receiver also includes telemetry and time-marking

circuitry. The spaceborne GPS receiver communicates with

other spacecraft systems through a variety of interfaces and

can be software-configured to support several different mis-

sion profiles.
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SPACEBORNE GLOBAL POSITIONING
SYSTEM FOR SPACECRAFT

CROSS-REFERENCES TO RELATED

APPLICATIONS 5

This application claims priority from co-pending U.S.

Provisional Patent Application Ser. No. 60/092,491 filed on

Jul. 8, 1998, which is incorporated herein by reference for all

it discloses. 10

ORIGIN OF INVENTION

The invention described herein was made by employees

of the United States Government, and may be manufactured

and used by or for the Government for governmental pur- t5

poses without the payment of any royalties thereon or
therefor.

TECHNICAL FIELD

This invention is directed to a computer-controlled navi- 2o

gation system for spacecraft. The invention provides navi-

gational solutions for a low Earth orbit spacecraft that is

positioned in any orientation, including non-nadir orienta-
tions.

25

BACKGROUND

Spacecraft require equipment that calculates the orbital

position, velocity, time, and attitude. Traditionally, ground-

based tracking systems are used to determine the space-
craft's position. The advent of the NAVSTAR satellite 3o

system, otherwise known as the Global Positioning System

("GPS"), increased the desirability of using onboard pro-

cessing systems for spacecraft position determination.

The GPS satellite system is a collection of satellites that 35
can be used for missile, satellite, aircraft, and terrestrial

navigation, l_ach GPS satellite broadcasts its own ephemeris

and time, thereby allowing a GPS receiver to determine its

position. Typically, a GPS receiver calculates its position

from the simultaneous observation of any four GPS satellites 4o
in order to calculate its position. A civil grade GPS receiver

can accurately determine its position within 20 meters,

determine its velocity within 0.6 meters/second, and the

current time with a 10-nanosecond accuracy. Usually,

twenty-four valid GPS satellites are in the GPS almanac at 45

any given time.

A GPS receiver is typically an autonomous instrument

that transforms signals from GPS satellites into point solu-

tions for spacecraft. Current GPS receivers have a radio

frequency section for receiving and converting signals 50

received from a spacecraft's antennas. The digitized signals
are then forwarded to one or more correlators, controlled by

the receiver's own processor. The correlators look for

matches between the incoming signal and the C/A code for
different satellites. When a satellite lock occurs, or the 55

incoming signal matches an internally generated pseudo

random noise (PRN) code, the receiver's processor is noti-

fied. The processor contains executable code to generate a

pseudo-range or a line-of-sight distance to the satellite. The

processor will also contain the executable code of an orbit 60
propagator. The pseudo-range is an input to the navigation

solution that calculates point solutions for tracking the orbit

of the spacecraft.

Previous spaceborne GPS receivers have been limited in
that they must operate in a near nadir orientation. In previous 65

designs, in order for a GPS receiver to determine its position,

it must acquire the signals of at least three GPS satellites.

2

Previous spaceborne GPS receivers assume that they are

positioned in nadir orientation, and make certain assump-
tions as to particular GPS satellite availability. It is these

assumptions that precipitate an increase in GPS satellite

search and acquisition time, as the particular GPS satellite

that a receiver is attempting to acquire may be outside the

antenna envelope and/or blocked by the spacecraft. If a GPS

receiver of previous design acquires one GPS satellite, it still

needs to acquire two more satellites for a solution.

For example, if the antenna of a current GPS receiver is

pointing parallel to the horizon, then additional problems are
made clearer. Algorithms in current GPS receivers assume a

nadir orientation, and thus the satellites available for acqui-

sition are quite different than if the antenna is pointing nadir.

The GPS receiver attempts to acquire GPS satellites that will
not be in the location predicted by the receiver's algorithms

or receivable by the antennas.

To acquire a GPS satellite, three dimensions of search

space must be examined: GPS satellite number, code phase,

and carrier frequency. Unless all three values match the

incoming signal, no correlation will occur.

Referring to FIG. 1, there are 1023 shifts in the GPS C/A

code phase. One GPS C/A code phase represents 300 meters

or one second of error. A significant portion of the correla-

tion time must be spent on the correct code shift phase in
order to have a successful correlation. A factor of four is an

accepted value to shift through the code phase. Thus, the

correlator must "check" approximately four thousand dif-
ferent code shifts.

An additional problem faced by spaceborne GPS receiv-

ers is the increased range of Doppler shift that occurs in a

spacecraft. To obtain satisfactory signal correlation, the GPS
receiver must correlate the incoming GPS signal to within

approximately 500 hertz before a traditional phase-lock loop
or frequency-lock loop can lock onto the GPS signal. A GPS

receiver on the ground encounters a Doppler shift on the

order of +_5 kilohertz, which is easily handled. The GPS

receiver will only have to examine approximately twenty

frequency rows (i.e., frequency bands of 500 hertz that cover
a total frequency range of 10 kilohertz) in order to acquire

the desired GPS signal. One 500-hertz frequency row rep-
resents a 100-meter/second velocity error along the fine-of-

sight between a GPS receiver and a GPS _atellite. However,
in a low circular Earth orbit, the Doppler shift encountered

is on the order of +45 kilohertz. Referring to FIG. 1, two

hundred frequency rows (i.e., frequency bands of 500 hertz
that cover a total frequency range of 100 kilohertz) are

required to acquire an incoming GPS signal.

Additionally, since each "dimension" of search space is

independent of the other dimension, the number of bins to
check for a low Earth orbit GPS receiver is approximately

twenty million (25 satellites * 4000 code shifts * 200

frequency rows). A bin is a frequency row that is searched

for a particular code shift. Correlation time also has a

minimum value of approximately one millisecond to see any

statistically meaningful value emerge. Thus, to search the

full space with a single correlator channel, it would require
over five and one-half hours. However, since the period of

a low Earth orbit is approximately ninety minutes, this

presents a significant problem.

In addition, due to spacecraft motion, GPS satellites are in

view for much shorter time periods than when viewed from

a ground reference. The appearance and disappearance of
GPS satellites from view causes their output signals to slew

through the entire range of the 45-kilohertz Doppler shift. As
described above, when a GPS signal is acquired, the ague-
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gate correlation time must exceed one millisecond in order

to achieve a statistically meaningful value. Current GPS

receivers are unable to accommodate such large Doppler

shifts in their processing and their processing capacity

prevents rapid shifting between acquired satellites.

SUMMARY OF INVENTION

The present invention has been made in view of the above

circumstances and has as an object to overcome the above

problems and limitations of the prior art, and has a further

object to provide an apparatus for providing navigational

solutions for spacecraft in low Earth orbits in nadir or
non-nadir orientations.

Additional object and advantages of the present invention

will be set forth in part in the description that follows and in

part will be obvious from the description, or may be learned

by practice of the invention. The objects and advantages of

the invention may be realized and attained by means of the

instrumentalities and combinations particularly pointed out

in the appended claims.

Accordingly, it is a general object of the present invention

to provide a GPS receiver, including a spaceborne GPS

receiver, capable of overcoming the above and other prob-

lems associated with the prior art.

It is a further object of the invention to provide a multiple

processor spaceborne GPS receiver that provides enhanced

tracking performance of acquired GPS satellites.

It is yet a further object of the invention to provide
multiple channels to locate any GPS satellite within view of

the spaceborne GPS receiver.

It is still a further object of the invention to provide a

spaceborne GPS receiver that can provide a navigational
solution for a spacecraft oriented in a non-nadir position.

The above and other objects of the present invention are

accomplished by providing a spaceborne apparatus for

receiving global positioning signals, wherein the spaceborne

apparatus includes a GPS board for receiving global posi-
tioning system satellite signals, a processor for controlling

the GPS board, and a motherboard to facilitate connections

between the processor and the GPS board.

The above and other objects of the present invention are

further accomplished by a spaceborne apparatus including a
processor for computing a navigational solution.

The above objects are further achieved by a spaceborne

apparatus including an interface bus for transmission and

reception of commands and data for further analysis by the
processor, and a motherboard to facilitate connections

between the processor, the interface bus and the GPS board.

According to the present invention, the motherboard

includes current monitoring circuitry, latch-up protection

circuitry, a power supply, and an electromagnetic interfer-
ence filter.

In further accordance with the above objects, the present

invention provides a GPS board including a radio-frequency

front-end receiver for receiving input from an antenna, a

correlator for correlating output from the radio-frequency

front-end receiver, and a microcontroller for controUing the
correlator.

In further accordance with the above objects, the present
invention provides a GPS board including a plurality of

radio-frequency front-end receiver receiving input from a

plurality of antennas, a plurality, of correlators for correlating

output from the plurality of radio-frequency front-end

receivers, and a microcontroller for controlling the plurality
of correlators.

4

The above objects are further achieved by providing a

plurality of GPS boards, wherein each GPS board is con-

trolled by the processor.

In further accordance with the above objects, the present

5 invention provides a monitoring circuit for output of house-
keeping data from the GPS receiver.

In further accordance with the above objects, the present

invention provides an interface state machine for the control

of interrupts and a shared memory that is accessible by both

l0 the microcontroller and microprocessor.

According to the present invention, the closing of the

tracking loops for acquired GPS satellites can be performed

by the microcontroller on the GPS board or the micropro-

cessor on the processor board.
15

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated in

and constitute a part of this specification illustrate embodi-
ments of the invention and, together with the description,

20 serve to explain the objects, advantages and principles of the

invention. In the drawings,

FIG. 1 illustrates the frequency rows and code phase shifts
to be searched by a GPS receiver;

25 FIG. 2 illustrates the preferred embodiment of the space-

borne GPS receiver, according to the present invention;

FIG. 3 illustrates a second embodiment of the spaceborne

GPS receiver, according to the present invention;

FIG. 4 illustrates a block diagram of the processor board

30 as used in the spaceborne GPS receiver of FIGS. 2 and 3;

FIG. 5 illustrates a block diagram of the GPS board as

used in the spaceborne GPS receiver of FIGS. 2 and 3;

FIG. 6 illustrates a block diagram of the radio frequency

section of the GPS board of FIG. 5, including the external
35 antenna connections;

FIG. 7 illustrates a block diagram of the digital section of
the GPS board of FIG. 5;

FIG. $ illustrates a block diagram of the motherboard as

used in the spaceborne GPS receiver of FIGS. 2 and 3;40
FIG. 9 ilhistrates the process flow of the satellite selection

method;

FIG. 10 illustrates the satellite selection method process

flow for updating the antenna pointing estimate;

45 FIG. 11 further illustrates the satellite selection method

process flow for updating the antenna pointing estimate;
FIG. 12 further illustrates the satellite selection method

process flow for updating the antenna pointing estimate;
FIG. 13 further illustrates the satellite selection method

50
process flow for updating the antenna pointing estimate;

FIG. 14 illustrates the satellite selection method process

flow for updating the position estimate;

FIG. 15 illustrates the satellite selection method process

55 flow for the selection of the position PRN satellite lists;
FIG. 16 illustrates the satellite selection method process

flow for the selection of the attitude PRN satellite lists;

FIG. 17 illustrates the satellite selection method process
flow for the assignment of channels for GPS satellites;

FIG. 18 illustrates the average pointing vector as used to
calculate the antenna pointing estimate;

FIG. 19 illustrates the satellite selection method process

flow for the selection of GPS satellites for position PRN
satellite lists; and

FIG. 20 illustrates the satellite selection method process
flow for the selection of GPS satellites for attitude PRN
satellites lists.

6o

65
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE

INVENTION

A detailed description of preferred embodiments of a

spaceborne GPS receiver for a spacecraft with a nadir or
non-nadir orientation embodying the present invention will

now be given referring to the accompanying drawings. The

present invention allows for processing redundancy neces-
sary for spaceborne equipment and is modular, thereby
allowing multiple GPS signal processing boards to be con-

trolled by a general-purpose processor.

Referring to FIG. 2, the preferred embodiment of a GPS
receiver according the present invention is illustrated. The

spaceborne GPS receiver 1 is self-contained, requiring only
connections to a power bus and the communication busses
within a spacecraft. The power connector 5, the signal
connector 6 and rile antenna connector 7 are shown as

standalone connectors in FIG. 2, but are not limited to single

connection points. The spaceborne GPS receiver 1 includes

a processor board 2, a GPS board 3, a power board 8 and a
motherboard 4. The spaceborne GPS receiver 1 is a multiple

processor apparatus, with a microprocessor 34 located on
the processor board 2 for computing the navigational solu-
lions and a microcontroller 65 located on the GPS board 3

for implementing the satellite tracking algorithms. The spa-
ceborne GPS receiver 1 includes up to seven GPS boards,
each with its own microcontroller.

Referring to FIG. 3, a second embodiment of the space-

borne GPS receiver 1 includes a processor board 2, a GPS

board 3, a motherboard 4, a power board $ and an interface
board 9. The interface board 9 is for command, control, or

data transmission functions, and is a commercially available

component. Bus standards, such as MIL-STD-1553A, MIL-

STD-1553B or ARINC-429 may be used, and spacebome

GPS receiver 1 can be configured as either a remote terminal
or a bus master.

In the preferred embodiment, all the data processing and

control of the spaceborne GPS receiver I is accomplished by

the processor board 2. The processor board 2 executes

various tasks, such as computing navigational solutions,

updating of the GPS satellite constellation almanac, or

servicing the GPS board 3.

Referring to FIG. 4, a preferred embodiment of the

processor board 2, including a microprocessor 34, a memory
31, a RS-232/485 interface 32, a PCI interface 30, and a

compact PCI ("CPCI") connector 33, is illustrated. For

clarity's sake, other components, such as glue logic, discrete

input/output, specialized processor support circuits, and
wiring are not shown, as they are "known in the art.

Preferably, the microprocessor 34 used for navigational

solutions is a radiation-tolerant RiSC-based processor. The

microprocessor 34 used for the processor board 2 is not

limited to RISC-based microprocessors, as x86-based and

other microprocessors are suitable for use in the spaceborne
GPS receiver 1 as well.

The preferred embodiment of the processor board 2

supports the use of multiple configurations for microproces-
sor memory 31. The memory 31 includes selectable com-

binations of dynamic random access memory ("DRAM"),

programmable read-only memory ("PROM"), flash pro-
grammable read-only memory ("FLASH") and static ran-

dom access memory ("SRAM"). Preferably, the memory 31

is mounted on a daughterboard that is connected to the

processor board 2, and therefore allows removal for replace-

ment or upgrading. The memory 31 may be mounted on the

processor board 2 as well.

The DRAM portion of the memory 31 is used for software

integration while the spaceborne GPS receiver 1 is on the

6

ground, as DRAM memory is not suitable for use in space-

based applications. Loading the software image under test
into the FLASH portion of the memory 31 is time-

consuming and FLASH memory chips have limited life
5 cycles. Thus, for integration speed, the DRAM portion of the

memory 31 is used. Use of the DRAM portion of the
memory 31 also allows a configured software build to be
maintained in the FLASH portion of the memory 31 on the

processor board 2 while integration of newer builds

10 progresses.
The FLASH portion of memory 31 stores the software

image that is executed by the microprocessor 34. At startup,

the microprocessor 34 reads the boot image stored in the

PROM portion of the memory 31. One of the tasks, stored

15 in the PROM portion of the memory 31, executed by the
microprocessor 34 is to transfer the software image stored in

the FLASH portion of the memory 31 to the SRAM portion

of the memory 31. After completing the image transfer, the

microprocessor 34 will then execute the software image

20 from _e SRAM portion of the memory 31. The SRAM
portion of the memory 31 may also be used as a scratch pad

memory by the microprocessor 34. Besides storage of the

software image, the FLASH portion of the memory 31 is

also used for periodic storage of the spacecraft ephemeris

25 and the GPS satellite constellation almanac.

Referring to FIG. 4, in the preferred embodiment, the
RS-232/485 interface 32 is used for several purposes. For

example, the RS-232/485 interface 32 can be used to access

the microprocessor 34 directly for software debugging or
30 other console-type functions. Commands and data from

other spacecraft instrumentation can be sent to the processor
board 2 via the RS-232/485 interface 32. In addition, the

RS-232/485 interface 32 can be used to load a new software

image into the FLASH portion or the DRAM portion of the

35 memory 31, either while the spaceborne GPS receiver 1 is

on the ground or while in orbit. As stated above, the new

software image would only be loaded into the DRAM

portion of the memory 31 if the spaceborne GPS receiver 1

were on the ground. The RS-232/485 interface 32 can be

40 used for command and control of the spaceborne GPS
receiver 1 as well. The uses outlined here are not limiting

and a skilled artisan will surely expand upon the aforemen-

tioned uses for these interfaces to suit particular require-

ments.

45 In the preferred embodiment, the connector 33 on the

processor board 2 conforms to the CPCI interface standard.

All power and data connections between the processor board
2 and the other elements of the spaceborne GPS receiver 1

pass through the connector 33. Communications to the PCI

50 backplane of the motherboard 4 must first pass through a
PCI interface 30, which provides the proper signaling and

handshaking required for transmitting and receiving data
over a PCI bus. The processor board 2 of the preferred

embodiment is manufactured according to the industry-

55 standard 3U-form factor, which dictates board dimensions of
I00 mm by (typically) 160 mm. The use of the PCI bus

standard is preferred for all embodiments, as the bus stan-

dard provides greater bandwidth for data exchange rates and

modularity. Other bus standards can be used for various

6o embodiments of the present invention.

In the preferred embodiment, the spaceborne GPS
receiver 1 is contained in an enclosure that is suited to the

rigors of space flight, and can survive temperature extremes
common to space flig_ht. For example, acceleration forces up

65 to fifteen times the force of gravity in each axis are common,

due to liftoff, rocket motor separation, or other activities

occurring while achieving or maintaining orbit. In addition,
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the enclosure incorporates shielding around each GPS board

3 in order to minimize cross-talk and to inhibit coupling

between the GPS board 3 and the processor board 2, and to

withstand the electromagnetic disturbances of outer space

without any performance degradation.

Referring to FIG. 5, the preferred embodiment of the GPS

board 3 is illustrated in more detail. The preferred embodi-

ment includes a digital section 41 and a radio frequency
section 40, along with a PCI interface 43 and a CPCI
connector 44. The GPS board 3 further includes an interface

state machine 45, a memory 46A,46B and an analog-to-

digital convener 47.

Additional elements such as wiring and individual con-

nectors are not shown for clarity's sake as they are known

in the art. As described above, multiple GPS boards can be
connected to the motherboard 4.

In the preferred embodiment, the interface state machine

45 routes correlator interrupts to either the microprocessor
34 or the microcontroller 65. The interface state machine 45

also translates requests from the PCI interface 43 and the

microprocessor 34 for the appropriate destination, i.e.,

correlators, shared memory or analog-to-digital converter.
The interface state machine 45 handles the address

decoding, timing constraints and handshaking between the
PCI interface 43 and the interface state machine 45.

The software command state machine interprets an

HDLC-like software protocol to ensure the integrity of data
transmitted over the communications links. The software

command state machine is code that the microprocessor 34

uses to interprets a commands used for the transmission of

telemetry data. Each command sent to the spaceborne GPS

receiver 1 may result in telemetry data being sent back. Each

command will also incorporate a frequency response code
that will indicate to the software command state machine the

periodic rate that the telemetry data will be output.
The software command state machine has a hardware

pulse line to a host computer. When a command request for
accurate time information is received, the correlators 50,51

will toggle this hardware line at the moment of measure-
ment. This pulse is described further below regarding the

time-marking function.

The memory 46A,46B is composed of two memory

sections. One memory section 46A is used by microcontrol-

ler 65 as its main memory. The second memory section 4613

is shared memory that is used by both the microprocessor 34
and the microcontroller 65.

The shared portion 46B of the memory 46 facilitates

communications between the microprocessor 34 and the
microcontroller 65. The microprocessor 34 will place in.for-

marion in a particular mapped memory location that will

instruct the microcontroller 65 to start searching for a

specified GPS sateUite, using a specific channel, frequency

and search pattern. The microcontroller 65 will go looking

for a correlation using those specified parameters until

another setup command is input by the microprocessor 34.

In the preferred embodiment, when the correlators 50,51
have locked onto a satellite, the data message is decoded by

the microcontroller 65, along with certain tracking
information, and inserted into the shared portion 46B of the

memory 46. The microprocessor 34 will retrieve this infor-

mation at a periodic rate, and use it to update the satellite

navigation, attitude determination and satellite selection
information.

Refen-ing to FIG. 6, the radio-frequency section 40 further
includes two correlators 50--51 and four GPS front ends

54-57. Each of the front ends 54-57 is connected to one of

8

• antennas 58-61. Preferably, GEC Plessey GP2010 front-end

components are utilized, as are industry standard GPS

antennas, each with a low noise amplifier embedded in the

antenna itself. A lesser number of antennas and correspond-

5 ing GPS front-ends can also be used.

As shown in FIG. 6, each correlator is connected to two

front ends. In the preferred embodiment, the correlators are

GEC Plessey GP2021s, each embodying two UARTs for

data reception and transmission over a RS-232/422 serial

10 bus 52-53. Each correlator supports twelve separate chan-

nels. The mapping of channels to front ends is user defined,

and re-mapping can occur as desired.

The GPS front-ends 54-57 are down-converters for the

GPS signals that are received by the antennas 58-61. In the
_5 preferred embodiment, GEC Plessey down-converters are

utilized. The GPS front-ends 54-57 down-convert the

received GPS signals from 1575.42 megahertz to 4.309

megahertz. The down-converted GPS signal is passed to an

analog to digital (A/D) converter to diDtize the received
20 signal for use by the correlators 50,51.

The entire GPS spectrum is passed through the GPS
front-ends 54-57 and into the correlators 50,51. The corr-

elators 50,51 mix generated pseudo random noise codes

with the received signal frequencies in order to acquire a
25 particular GPS signal. The digitized data form is used by the

microprocessor 34 or the microcontroller 65 to close the

code phase and carrier tracking loops.

The GPS board 3 also incorporates a time-marking func-
tion. The correlators 50,51 can include this function, or it

3o
may be a separate circuit. The time-marking function is used

by other equipment within the spacecraft. When a computed

time and velocity are reported to the spacecraft, the time at
which those values were valid is also reported. Whenever

the computed time and position data is reported, however,
35

time is lost due when transferring the data. The correlators

50.51 will output a one-millisecond timing pulse to be used

as an accurate timing reference. This time-mark signal is

output through a discrete output pin, with a corresponding

40 message being sent out over the RS-232/422 serial buses
52,53. The time-mark can also be correlated with the Uni-

versal Time Co-Ordinated system.

Referring to FIG. 7, the digital section 41 further includes

a microcontroUer 65 and a memory 66. Preferably, the

45 microcontroller 65 is a commercially available chip, and is
radiation-tolerant. The memory 66 embodies the microcode

necessary, for the microcontroller 65 to control the correla-

tors 50,51 according to commands issued by the processor

board 2. Other elements, such as wiring and any required

50 glue logic, are not illustrated as these are known elements in

the art and therefore a detailed explanation thereof is omitted

from this specification.

The analog-to-digital converter 47 acts as a monitoring

circuit by receiving analog signals and converting them into

55 a digital signal. Outputs from the +5V/+12V/-12V current
monitors 73-75 (described below) and thermal resistors (not

shown) are converted from analog signals into a digital

signal and is used for telemetry data.

In the preferred embodiment, once a particular GPS

6o satellite's signal has been acquired by the correlators 50,51,
the microcontroller 65 closes the necessary tracking loops

required to maintain the lock on the acquired GPS satellite

signal. Either the processor board 2 or the microconlroUer 65

can close the tracking loops in order to maintain a satellite

65 signal lock, but preferably the microcontroller 65 services
the correlators to offioad utilization time for correlation from

the microprocessor 34.
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In the present invention, tracking is achieved by using the
microcontroller 65 to close the tracking loops, rather than

the microprocessor 34 on the processor board 2. The off-

loading of tracking processing onto the microcontroller 65
allows the processor to perform additional tasks. This fea-

ture of the present invention becomes even more advanta-

geous when multiple GPS boards are present in the space-
borne GPS receiver 1. Each individual GPS board is able to

close the satelrite tracking loops without demanding large

amounts of correlation processing time from the micropro-

cessor 34 on the processor board 2.

Referring to FIG. 8, the preferred embodiment of moth-

erboard 4 of the spaceborne GPS receiver I is illustrated in
detail. The motherboard 4 includes a CPCI connectors (not

shown), a power board 8, an electromagnetic interference

("EMI") filter 70 and a latch-up protection circuit 71. The

power board is hardwired to the motherboard 4. Elements

such as wiring and individual connectors are not shown for

clarity's sake and are known in the art. The powerboard
further includes a +5V DC-to-DC converter 72, _+12V
DC-to-DC converter 73, +5 volt current monitor 74, +12 volt

current monitor 75, and -12 volt cturent monitor 76.

Preferably, all the elements are mounted on the power board

8, such that it forms a singular unit.

The +28 volt power bus from the spacecraft is connected

to EMI filter 70 and through a common mode choke (not

shown). In the preferred embodiment, the E/VII filter 70 is

manufactured by Interpoint due to its low reflected input

ripple characteristics. The EMI filter 70 meets MIL-STD-

461 requirements, and is matched to the DC-to-DC convert-
ers 72,73.

The filtered +28 volts from the EMI filter 70 drives the

latch-up protection circuit 71, which, in turn, prevents the

circuitry within the spaceborne GPS receiver 1 from burnout

due to catastrophic latchup. The +28 volt spacecraft powers

the latch-up protection circuit 71 as well as the DC-to-DC
converters 72,73. This allows the latch-up protection circuit

71 to continue to operate even if the DC-to-DC conveners

72,73 are shut off due to a power-down event.

The power routing continues from the latch-up protection
circuit 71 to the DC-to-DC converters 72,73. Preferably, the

DC-to-DC conveners 72,73 is are switching regulators and
converts the +28 volt spacecraft power into +5 volts, +12
volts and -12 volts. In the preferred embodiment, the

converter is manufactured by Interpoint and includes a high

efficiency switching regulator. When the DC-to-DC con-

verter 72 receives a signal from the latch-up protection

circuit 71 indicating that the spaceborne GPS receiver I has

latched, the DC-to-DC converters 72,73 cycle the power,

thereby resetting the whole spaceborne GPS receiver 1.

The +5v/+12v/-12v outputs are connected to the CPCI

motherboard. In addition, the +5v/+12v/-12v outputs are
connected to +5 volt current monitor 74, +12 volt current

monitor 75, and -12 volt current monitor 76, respectively.

Likewise, the outputs of the current monitors are connected
to the CPCI motherboard (not shown). The current monitors

74-76 are telemetry points and signal overcurrent conditions

to the latchup protection circuit 71.

A detailed description of preferred embodiments of a

satellite selection method for spacebome GPS receiver for a

spacecraft with a nadir or non-nadir orientation embodying

the present invention will now be given referring to the

accompanying drawings.

Referring to FIG. 9, the method for selecting GPS satel-

rites to determine a navigational solution for a spacecraft
will now be described in summary fashion. As shown by

10

Step S100, the first step is updating the antenna pointing
estimate of the spacecraft. At Step $200, the position esti-

mate of the spacecraft is updated. After the antenna pointing
estimate and the positionestimate are updated, at Step $300,

5 GPS satellites are ranked on the basis of the antenna pointing
estimate and position estimate to create a position PRN
satellite list, and the list is used for position determinations.
If an attitude determination is required, GPS satellites are

again ranked under different criteria to create an attitude
PRN satellite list, as shown by Step $400. Finally, at Step

10
$500, channels are assigned to selected GPS satellites.

Referring to FIG. 10, the first step of the satellite selection
method will now be described in more detail. The space-

borne GPS receiver 1 requires an estimation of its attitude.

As shown in Step S101, the satellite selection method will
15 determine if there are any attitude solutions available for use

from the spacecraft, as a spacecraft antenna pointing esti-

mate. If a spacecraft attitude solution is available from the
host, an attitude quality rating will be calculated.

An essential element of the satellite selection method is

20 the assumption that the position and attitude estinaates are
correct for some calculation. Each estimate is given a

Quality' Rating ("QR"). This QR will be used during various

steps within the satellite selection method. A low QR indi-

cates that the estimation is poor, whereas a high QR is

25 indicative of a trustworthy estimation. The QR should be

updated based on last position/velocity/time ("PVT") solu-
tion (if one exists), how many satellites are acquired,

whether the host satellite has given the spaceborne GPS

receiver 1 any attitude or position information, and any other
3o factors that effects the QR of the estimate.

As shown in Step S102, a quality rating will be assigned

to the spacecraft attitude solution. Equation (1) gives the

quality rating of the spacecraft attitude solution. Y is the

quality factor given to the spacecraft. A value of 100 may be

35 used, as the attitude from the spacecraft is usually accurate.

Tt, represents of the number of minutes that have passed

since the last position/velocity/time solution. This factor has
a minimum value of 1.

40 QRA_c=Y/TJ_ Equation ( 1)

The result from Equation (1) is used to determine whether

the spacecraft attitude solution will be used for the ranking
of the GPS satellites.

Referring to FIG. 10, at Steps $103 and $104, the satellite
45 selection method will determine whether there are any

locked satellites and whether those satellites are cross-

locked. This determination will guide the satellite selection
method in its selection of which method to use for calcu-

lating an antenna pointing estimate.

5o Referring to FIG. 11, if no GPS satellites are being

tracked, then, at Step S120, the satellite selection method
will assume that the position estinlate is good and the

spaceborne GPS receiver 1 is pointing anti-nadir. The sat-
ellite selection method will compute a delta quaternion using

55 the anti-nadir orientation, thereby creating a calculated

antenna pointing estimate.
Referring to FIG. 12, if there are GPS satellites that are

acquired and currently being tracked, then, at Steps S130
and S131, the Antenna Pointing Filter ("APF") is used. The

60 APF calculates the average acquired satellite vector. For

each GPS satellite that has been acquired by the spacehorne

GPS receiver 1, the spacecraft attitude quaternion is recal-
culated so that the antennas are pointing toward that GPS
satellite. The GPS satellite vector is then transformed into

65 body frame coordinates using the current ("old") quaternion.
Finally, a delta quaternion between the two vectors is

calculated.
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The calculation of the average antenna pointing vector

will now be described in greater detail. Let _ be the antenna

vector transformed into earth-centered inertial ("ECI") coor-

dinates (X-axis towards the spring equinox) or earth-

centered earth-frame ("ECEF") coordinates (X-axis points

towards zero degrees latitude, Z-axis points out of the north

pole) such that Equation (2) applies.

L_ = q_a _7_,,,qo_a Equation (2)

v i represents the vector to the ith acquired GPS satellite.

Applying the following equations:

ZTi Equation f3)
l*/m, $ =

Aq = --

Equation (4}

where k is a filter constant. If k=l, then the attitude quater-

nion is changed to match _,_,,_ in ECI (or ECEF) to _,_,, in
the body frame. If k>l, then Equation (4) acts as a infinite

impulse response filter. The attitude quaternion should be
updated as follows:

q,,,,,=_Aq)(qol,¢) Eq_tion (5)

Referring to FIG. 18, the delta quaternion will now be

described. Assume that v i and u--*are unit vectors in the

same reference frame. A quaternion may be formed as
follows:

I
Equation (6)

The cross product of Equation (6) will assure that the
--.) --_

eigenaxisis orthogonal to v i and u.

Referring to FIG. 13, ff there are GPS satellites that are

currently acquired, tracked and cross-locked, then, at Step

S140, the delta quatemion is computed using interferometry.
The techniques of interferometry are known to those skilled

in the art, and are well detailed in numerous references. The

use of GPS satellites for spacecraft attitude determination is

disclosed several references: (1) U.S. Pat. No. 5,548,293

"System and Method for Generating Attitude Determina-

tions using GPS," issued Aug. 20, 1996 to Clark E. Cohen;

(2) U.S. Pat. No. 5,296,861, "Method and Apparatus for

Maximum Likelihood Estimation Direct Integer Search in

Differential Carrier Phase Attitude Determination Systems,"

issued Mar. 22, 1994 to Donald T. Knight; and (3) U.S.

patent application Ser. No. 08/929,912 "Method for Attitude

Determination Using GPS Carrier Phase Measurements

from Nonaligned Antennas," filed Sep. 15, 1997 by Edgar
Glenn Lightsey.

The spherical trigonometry of phase angle measurements

is disclosed in Spacecraft Attitude Determination and

Control, J. R. Wertz, ed., D. Reidel Co., 1978. Vehicle

attitude determination using GPS signals is made, taking

into account the differential phase received by, for example,
three antennas from the same GPS signals.

12
Conventional methods of vehicle attitude determination

include using the differential phase of the GPS signals

received by several different antennas, which are all aligned
with each other and pointed in the same direction, relative to

5 the GPS signal being received. In determining the attitude of
a vehicle using the differential phase method, an absolute

phase of the GPS signal received by one antenna is sub-

tracted from the GPS signal received by a second antenna,
as shown below:

10
A¢=t_2--#_ Equation (7)

Equation (7) provides information about how far apart a first

antenna is from a second antenna along the GPS sig'nal line

of sight. By calculating the differential phase (A0), common

15 error sources interjected by the GPS signal and by the

reception of the GPS signal by the antennas are removed.

For example, the GPS signal is a right handed circular

polarized ("RHCP") signal, and the phase contribution due

to this polarization effect is removed by calculating the

20 differential phase of the GPS signal.

Sig-nals broadcast from GPS satellites have previously

been used to determine vehicle position. Attitude determi-

nation of a platform or vehicle using carrier signals has not

traditionally been considered a standard GPS measurement,

25 but attitude determination of a vehicle using GPS carrier

signals greatly enhances the overall utility of a device

sensing GPS signals, and has been performed in recent

years.

At Step S140, an attitude quality factor rating for the
3o calculated antenna pointing estimate is computed. The acro-

nym "GDOP" represents the geometric dilution of precision

of a particular configuration of satellites used in a given
solution.

35
QRAi,,_ery =

X = GDOP of last attitude solution30/X/Tt, X = 1.0 e 1° if no solution

Equation (8}

40

At Step S141, the satellite selection method selects

between the spacecraft antenna pointing estimate and the

calculated antenna pointing estimate. The antenna pointing
estimate with the most favorable attitude quality factor

45 rating is selected. QR_,,_ represents the number of GPS

satellites that are currently acquired.

QRA=max(O. QR ..... QRA.,_.,:_ QRA_) Equation (91)

The output of Equation (9) is the antenna pointing esti-
50 mate that will be used to rank the GPS satellites for the

position PRN satellite list.

Referring to FIG. 14, the next step in the satellite selection
method is to update the position estimate. As shown by Step
$201, the satellite selection method determines ff there are

55 any spacecraft position estimates available. A point solution

or an extended-Kalman filtering technique is used to esti-

mate the receiver position, velocity and time. The extended-

Kalman filtering technique uses orbital dynamic models to

propagate position estimate if there is no satellite observa-
60 tion. In the preferred embodiment, the Global Positioning

System Enhanced Orbit Determination Experiment
("GEODE") and the Navstar GPS ICD 200 are used as orbit

propagators. GEODE will provide a filtered solution for
position, velocity and time. GEODE provides a real-time

total position accuracy of better than 20 meters, a real-time
total velocity accuracy of 0.03 meters/second, and most
importantly, can withstand the loss of contact with the GPS

65
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satellites for several hours without undergoing a significant

degradation in accuracy. GEODE can also provide position

solutions when only a single GPS satellite is available.

Otherwise, the pseudo-range and Doppler frequency mea-
surements taken from acquired GPS satellites are used to

create the position estimate.

As shown by Step $202, the satellite selection method

assigns a quality rating to the various position estimates. As
stated above, the satellite selection method assumes that the

position and attitude estimates are correct for some calcu-

lation. A low QR indicates that the position estimation is

poor, whereas a high QR is indicative of a trustworthy
estimation. The QR should be updated based on last

position/velocity/time solution (ff one exists), how many
satellites are acquired, whether the host satellite has given

the spaceborne GPS receiver 1 any position information, and

any other factors that effects the QR of the position estimate.
The quality rating factor for the position/velocity/time

solution is calculated using Equation (10).

aRP1:,oim =

X = GDOP of last position/time/
30 / X / T_, velocity point solution

X = 1-0 e I° if no solution

Equation (10)

The quality rating factor for the last filter solution is

calculated using Equation (11).

X = GDOP of last filter solution Equation (11)QRPf, lt,, = 30/X/TI, X = 1.0 el°if no solution

If the spacecraft supplies ephemeris information, that

information should be accompanied with a quality factor

QRX given by the spacecraft or chosen prior to launch. The

spacecraft quality factor QRX should be given with the

position or a default value. The preferred embodiment uses
a default value of 50.

QRp, c=QRX/TI_ Equation (12)

As shown by Step $203, the satellite selection method
selects the position estimate with the most favorable quality

rating. The outputs of Equation (10), Equation (11) and

Equation (12) are all input into Equation (13) to arrive at a
quality rating factor for the position estimate.

QRP=max(0, QR ..... QRProin,, QRP.m,, . QRP, c ) Equation (13)

AS shown by Step $204, the satellite selection method

determines a threshold quality factor rating to eliminate GPS

satellites blocked by the Earth. This factor is used to remove
GPS satellites from the position PRN satellite list. This

parameter should be tuned according to mission parameters.
The preferred embodiment uses a stamng value of 6.

Referring to FIG. 15, the creation of the position PRN
satellite list will now be descrbied in greater detail. The PVT

pseudo-random noise ("PRN") satellite lists are made after
the position estimate is complete. Each GPS satellite is
ranked according to the likelihood of it being in view of the

antennas. Thus, there must be one PVT PRN list per antenna.
The list will always be generated based on the estimated

attitude and position. Again, the estimated attitude and
position will have a QR. When the correlator channels are

assigned, extremely poor estimates may still be assigned
channels if there are enough hardware tracking channels.
The PVT PRN lists are created in the following manner:

14

(1) As shown in Step $301, the GPS satellites blocked from

view by the Earth are eliminated, as long as the QR is

greater than a user-defined threshold.

(2) As shown in Step $302, the GPS satellites are sorted in
5 canonical order, starting with the GPS satellite that hasthe

smallest angular deviation from the antenna pointing
estimate. The satellite selection method continues to

select GPS satellites with increasing angmlar deviations

from the antenna pointing estimate. The selection process

l0 is illustrated by FIG. 19.

As shown by Step $203, the satellite selection checks to
see if an attitude determination is possible. If so, the satellite

selection for attitude determination is executed.

If the spaceborne GPS receiver 1 is performing attitude
15 determination, an attitude PRN list must be created. This list

will rank GPS satellites in order of desirability for an attitude

determination solution. For most missions, this Attitude

PRN list is only used once a good PVT solution has been

achieved. Obviously, the ideal list would choose the sate1-

20 lites that generate the absolute best geometric dilution of

precision ("GDOP") value. However, that computational

problem is quite difficult to determine in the spacebome GPS
receiver I. Instead, the microprocessor assumes all the

antennas used for attitude determination are "pointing" the

25 same general direction (e.g., mounted on the same

backplane). In addition, microprocessor discards those
PRNs that it determines are blocked by the Earth.

Referring to FIG. 16, the GPS satellites are ranked in a

specific order based on information extracted by the corr-
3o elators. As illustrated by Steps $401-$405, the GPS satellite

that has the smallest angle between the first antenna pointing
vector and the satellite will occupy the first position on the

list. The second GPS satellite in the list will be the one most

orthogonal to the first satellite, but still in view of the

35 spaceborne GPS receiver 1. The third GPS satellite on the
list will minimize the position dilution of precision

("PDOP") with GPS satellites one and two. The fourth GPS
satellite chosen will minimize the GDOP with the first three

satellites chosen. Satellites continue to be chosen on the

GDOP basis until no more satellites remain to be chosen.

The satellite selection process is illustrated by FIG. 20.

Correlator channels are assigned to PRNs. Channels that
are to be used for attitude determination are assigned first.

This is done if a GPS attitude determination is required and

45 a satisfactory PVT solution has already been achieved.

During attitude determination, each GPS satellite that will
be used for the attitude solution must be acquired by the

correlators through each antenna that is being used for
attitude determination. This condition is referred to as

5o "cross-locked." A cross-lock for each PRN must be achieved

across all the antennas that are being used for attitude

determination. Cross lock should be performed on only one
PRN at a time. This is done to preserve a good PVT lock

during transition. Hardware channels should be dynamically

55 assigned to specific antennas if required. If there are any
unlocked channels, those channels will be reassigned before

the reassignment of locked good PVT channels. Again, this

is done to prevent loss of the PVT lock during the channel

reassignment transitions.

60 Referring to FIG. 17, the validity of the rest of the
channels previously assigned is examined. In Step $501, a
time-out factor is used that allows a GPS satellite to go idle

after some user-defined time. A channel should be idled if

the GPS satellite assigned to that channel will have set

65 behind the Earth, but only if the QR for the position is good.
Channels should be idled if they are locked on the same GPS

satellite, and the channel is not in attitude mode. If in attitude
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mode, channels should be idled if they are locked on the
same GPS satellite through the same antenna.

The remaining search patterns are based upon the condi-
tion in which the spaceborne GPS receiver 1 does not know

the GPS time to less than one-second accuracy. In this case, 5
the spaceborne GPS receiver 1 does not have any informa-

tion about which code chip is most likely. That is, there is a
uniform distribution of the likelihood of any code phase. In

this case, the suggested search pattern involves sitting in a
particular frequency "row" and "slowly" sliding through

each code phase. "Slowly" is generally defined to be about
one C/A code chip every four correlations. Once sliding

through all 1023 bits of the C/A code phase, the search
proceeds to the next frequency row. However, the decision

of which frequency row is "next" breaks down into one-
dimensional search patterns as follows:

(1) Increasing Search: the next higher frequency row is
searched until maximum frequency row is reached. Once

the maximum frequency is reached, the search proceeds to

the lowest possible frequency row and continues to
search. 20

(2) Decreasing Search: the search proceeds in the same
manner as the Increasing Search, but decreasing in fre-

quency row.
(3) Alternating Search: the search proceeds outward in

frequency in a one-dimensional spiral. (e.g. 0, 1, -1, 2, -2, 25

3,-3 .... )

(4) Stagnated Search: A search is not executed at all. The

search remains on a particular frequency and repeatedly

examines it, as the orbital dynamics will over the course

of an orbit bring the signal's Doppler shift to the particular 30

frequency bin that the spaceborne GPS receiver 1 is

searching.

(5) User-defined Frequency Search: Allows pluggable mod-
ules for user-defined patterns.

Since the "correct" bin is changing all the time due to 35

orbital dynamics, the likelihood of a search pattern never

being in the correct bin must also be studied. For a pro-grade

receiver orbit, the increasing search has a higher probability

of finding the correct bin than does a decreasing search. A

stagnated search is the only search type that is guaranteed 40

not to miss the correct bin ff frequency is chosen wisely.

Each of these search types must be initialized with a

carefully selected starting Doppler frequency. This may or

may not correspond to the best estimate calculated from the

assumed ephemeris. 45
As shown in Step $502, the channels should be assigned

using the PVT PRN list based on a multiplicity factor

("MF"). The multiplicity factor is based on the QR of the

position and attitude estimate. A multiplicity factor of one

indicates that each satellite entry on the PVT PRN list should 50

only be assigned to one channel.

10

15

3 if QRP > l0 and QRA > 10 ] Equation (14)
MF= 2 if 10>QRP>5and 10>QRA>5

1 otherwise
55

A MF of two calculated by Equation (14) indicates that each

satellite entry on the PVT PRN list should be assigned to two

channels at different starting Doppler frequencies. The 60

search pattern used and the starting Doppler frequencies

should be a function of the attitude QR, the position QR, and
the ME

One embodiment of this invention resides in a computer

system. Hence, the term "computer system" is to be under- 65

stood to include at least a memory and a processor. In

general, the memory will store, at one time or another, at

16

least portions of an executable program code, and the

processor will execute one or more of the instructions

included in that executable program code. It will be appre-

ciated that the term "executable program code" and the term

"software" mean substantially the sarne thing for the pur-

poses of this description. It is not necessary to the practice

of this invention that the memory and the processor be

physically located in the same place. That is to say, it is

foreseen that the processor and the memory might be in

different physical pieces of equipment.

The invention is embodied by a computer system adapted

for the satellite selection method. The preferred embodin_ent

of computer system is the spaceborne GPS receiver 1, but

the method is not limited to that embodiment. The computer

system further includes a memory including software

instructions adapted to enable the computer system to per-

form the steps of the invention as described.

The software instructions are adapted to enable the com-

puter system to a first portion of the executable code

responsive to an external stimulus, thereby updating the

antenna pointing estinaate of the spacecraft. The external

stimulus includes a spacecraft command to update the

current satellite selection, a change in orbital position, a
change in orbital orientation, or an internal timer executing

a program which provides the stimulus. These are represen-

tative examples of external stimulus and are by no means

limiting in nature.

The first portion of the executable software code for

updating the antenna pointing estimate determines if a

spacecraft attitude solution are available for use in a space-

craft antenna pointing estimate. An attitude quality rating for

the spacecraft attitude solution is computed. The first portion

of executable software code determines whether any GPS

satellites are acquired and being tracked. If no GPS satellites

are being tracked, then the first portion of executable soft-

ware code causes the computer system to compute a delta
quaternion in an anti-nadir orientation to create a calculated

antenna pointing estimate. An attitude quality factor rating is

computed for the calculated antenna pointing estimate, and

then the computer system selects either the spacecraft

antenna pointing estimate or the calculated antenna pointing

estimate, whichever has the most favorable attitude quality

factor rating is selected.

If GPS satellites are acquired and being tracked, the first

portion of executable software code causes the computer

system to compute a pointing vector for each GPS satellite

that is currently being tracked, wherein the pointing vector
represents the transformation required to point the antenna

towards the tracked GPS satellite. Next, the pointing vectors

are averaged to create an average pointing vector and then

a delta quatemion is computed therefrom, thereby creating

a calculated antenna pointing estimate. An attitude quality

factor rating is computed for the calculated antenna pointing

estimate, and then the computer system selects either the

spacecraft antenna pointing estimate or the calculated

antenna pointing estimate, whichever has the most favorable
attitude quality factor rating is selected.

If GPS satellites are acquired, tracked and cross-locked,

the first portion of executable software code causes the

computer system to compute a delta quaternion using

interferometry, thereby creating a calculated antenna point-

ing estimate. An attitude quality factor rating is computed

for the calculated antenna pointing estimate, and then the

computer system selects either the spacecraft antenna point-

ing estimate or the calculated antenna pointing estimate,

whichever has the most favorable attitude quality factor

rating is selected.
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The second portion of the executable software code for invention. The embodiments were chosen and described in

updating the position estimate causes the computer system order to explain the principles of the invention and its

to determine if a spacecraft position solutions are available, practical application to enable one skilled in the art to utilize

Position solutions are available from orbit propagators. An the invention in various embodiments and with various
attitude quality rating for the spacecraft position solution is 5 modifications as are suited tO the particular use contem-

computed. The second portion of the executable software plated.

code determines a threshold quality factor rating for use in

eliminating GPS satellites blocked by the Earth.

The third portion of executable software code causes the

computer system to rank the GPS satellites eliminate GPS

satellites that are blocked from view by the Earth according

to the threshold quality rating calculated by the second

portion of the executable software code. For a position PRN

satellite list, the GPS satellites are then sorted in canonical

order, starting with. the GPS satellite that has the smallest

angular deviation from the antenna pointing estimate, and

continuing to select GPS satellites with increasing angular

deviations from the antenna pointing estimate. For an atti-

tude PRN satellite list, the third portion of the executable
software code selects, as the first satellite, one of the GPS

satellites that has the smallest angle between the antenna
pointing estimate and the selected GPS satellite. The next
GPS satellite selected is the GPS satellite that is most

orthogonal to the first satellite selected and still in view. The
third GPS satellite selected is the GPS satellite that has

minimal position dilution of precision with the first satellite
and the second satellite. The fourth GPS satellite selected is

the GPS satellite that has minimal geometric dilution of
precision with the first satellite, the second satellite, and the

third satellite. This process is repeated, such that the Nth
satellite selected has minimal geometric dilution of precision
with the N-I satellites.

The fourth portion of the executable computer code

causes the computer system to acquire each of the GPS
satellites that will be used for attitude determination through
each antenna that will be used for attitude determination.

The fourth portion of the executable computer code enables
the computer system to set GPS receiver channels'to idle that

were assigned to the GPS satellites that have set behind the

Earth. The fourth portion of the computer code, if not
performing an attitude determination, sets GPS receiver
channels to idle that are locked on the identical GPS

satellite. Otherwise, if an attitude determination is being

performed, the fourth portion of the executable software
code idles GPS receiver channels that are locked on the

identical GPS satellite and are using the same antenna.
The fourth portion of the executable software code causes

the computer system to assign a GPS receiver channel to one
of the GPS satellites based upon estimated attitude and

position of the GPS satellite and determines the starting

Doppler search frequency for the assigned GPS receiver

channel. The fourth portion of the executable software code

sets a predetermined search pattern for the assigned GPS

receiver channel. The search patterns consist of an increas-

ing search, a decreasing search, an alternating search and a

stagnated search. The fourth portion of the executable soft-

ware code calculates a multiplicity factor for determining

the number of GPS receiver channels required for a particu-

lar GPS satellite. The multiplicity factor is based upon the
quality factor ratings for the position estimate and the

antenna pointing estimate.

The foregoing description of the preferred embodiments

of the invention has been presented for purposes of illus-

tration and description. It is not intended to be exhaustive or

to limit the invention to the precise form disclosed, and

modifications and variations are possible in light of the

above teachings or may be acquired from practice of the

Thus, while only certain embodiments of the invention

have been specifically described herein, it will be apparent
that numerous modifications may be made thereto without

10 departing from the spirit and scope of the invention. Further,
acronyms are used merely to enhance the readability of the
specification and claims. It should be noted that these

acronyms are not intended to lessen the generality of the
terms used and they should not be construed to restrict the

scope of the claims to the embodiments described therein. It
15 is intended that the scope of the invention be defined by the

claims appended hereto, and their equivalents.
What is claimed is:

1. A spaceborne apparatus for receiving global positioning

signals and calculating positional information, wherein the
20 spacebtrne apparatus includes:

at least one antenna for capturing the global positioning

signals from global positioning system satellites;

at least one GPS board for correlation and tracking of the

25 captured global positioning signals, .including:
a microcontroller; and

a memory, wherein executable code is stored on said

memory and said memory is accessible by said micro-
controller;

3o a processor for controlling said at least one GPS board,

wherein said processor selects which of the captured

globai positioning signa/s to track, and further calcu-

lates positional information from the global positioning

signals; and
35 a motherboard to facilitate connections between said

processor, said at least one GPS board and said at least
one antenna.

2. The spaceborne apparatus as set forth in claim 1,
wherein said microcontroller controls the correlation of the

40 captured global positioning signals.
3. The spaceborne apparatus as set forth in claim 1,

wherein said at least one GPS board further includes a serial

bus for command and data transmission.

4. The spaceborne apparatus as set forth in claim 1,
45 wherein said at least one GPS board further includes a

time-marking circuit.

5. The spaceborne apparatus as set forth in claim 1,

wherein said memory further includes a shared memory that

is accessible by said processor.
50 6. The spaceborne apparatus as set forth in claim 5,

wherein said at least one GPS board further includes an

interface state machine for controlling access to said shared

memory.

7. The spaceborne apparatus as set forth in claim 1, further

55 including an interface bus for transmission and reception of

commands and data from the spacecraft subsystems for

further analysis by said processor.

8. The spaceborne apparatus as set forth in claim 7,
wherein said interface bus includes a MIL-STD-1553B

6o serial bus.

9. The spaceborne apparatus as set forth in claim 1,

wherein said at least one antenna further includes a plurality
of antennas.

10. A spaceborne apparatus for receiving global position-

65 ing system satellite signals and computing positional infor-

mation for spacecraft subsystems therefrom, wherein the

spaceborne apparatus comprises:
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at least one antenna for capturing global positioning

signals from global positioning system satellites;

at least one GPS board for correlation and tracking the

captured global positioning signals, including:

at least one down-converter for performing down-

conversion on the captured global positioning signals
from said at least one antenna;

at least one correlator for correlating the down-converted

captured global positioning signals; and

a first processor for controlling said at least one correlator
and said at least one down-converter;

a second processor for controlling said at least one GPS

board and performing analysis of the down-converted

captured global positioning signals; and

a motherboard to facilitate connections between said

second processor, said at least one GPS board and said
at least one antenna.

11. The spaceborne apparatus as set forth in claim 10,

wherein said at least one down-converter converts the cap-

tured global positioning signals from 1575.42 megahertz to

4.309 megahertz.

12. The spaceborne apparatus as set forth in claim 10,
wherein said at least one correlator correlates the down-

converted captured global positioning signals to a predeter-

mined carrier frequency and predetermined phase code to

allow said first processor to close a satellite tracking loop.
13. The spaceborne apparatus as set forth in claim 10,

wherein said first processor includes:

a microcontroller; and

a memory, wherein executable code is stored on said

memory and said memory is accessible by said
microcontroller, wherein the executable code stored on

said memory' contains software instructions for closing

satellite tracking loops.

14. The spaceborne apparatus as set forth in claim 13,
wherein said microcontroller controls the correlation of the

captured global positioning signals.

15. The spaceborne apparatus as set forth in claim 13,
wherein said memory on said at least one GPS board further

includes a shared memory that is accessible by said first

processor and said second processor.
16. The spaceborne apparatus as set forth in claim 15,

wherein each of said at least one GPS board further includes

an interface state machine for controlling access to said

shared memory.

17. The spaceborne apparatus as set forth in claim 13,

wherein said first processor further includes a serial bus for
command data transmission.

2O

18. The spaceborne apparatus as set forth in claim 13,

wherein said GPS board further includes a monitoring

circuit for outputting telemetry data.

19. The spaceborne apparatus as set forth in claim 13,

5 wherein said first processor supplies the predetermined

carrier frequency and the predetermined phase code to said

at least one correlator, and determines which of the global

positioning system satellites has been acquired.

20. The spaceborne apparatus as set forth in claim 10,

J0 wherein said second processor includes:

a microprocessor; and

a memory, wherein executable code is stored on said

memory and said memory is capable of being accessed

15 by said microprocessor.

21. The spaceborne apparatus as set forth in claim 20,

wherein said microprocessor that uses a RISC-type or x86-

type instruction set.

22. The spaceborne apparatus as set forth in claim 20,

20 wherein said second processor further includes a serial bus
for command and data transmission.

23. The spaceborne apparatus as set forth in claim 20,

wherein said microprocessor is radiation-tolerant.

24. The spaceborne apparatus as set forth in claim 20,25
wherein said second processor controls said first processor,

said second processor performing selection of the global

positioning system satellites based on satellite acquisition by

said first processor and a global positioning system constel-

30 lation almanac.

25. The spaceborne apparatus as set forth in claim 10,

wherein said motherboard further includes a power board;

said power board including:

a power supply for said second processor and said at
35 least one GPS board;

a current monitoring circuit for protecting said second
processor and said at least one GPS board;

a latch-up protection circuit for protecting said second

processor and said at least one GPS board; and

40 an electromagnetic interference filter for suppression of

electrical interference.

26. The spacebome apparatus as set forth in claim 10,

wherein said at least one antenna further includes a plurality
of antennas.

45
27. The spaceborne apparatus as set forth in claim 10,

wherein said at least one GPS board further includes a

plurality of GPS boards.


